
Well, what a turnup for the books, the 
previous week we had a meticulously 
prepared Laager site in rolling hills and this 
week a former nature reserve, now 
somewhat overgrown and deserted. But 
the 41+ hardy souls were not going to let a 
few weeds get in their way.
Hare of the day Urintrouble issued his 
instructions to the accompaniment of the 
occasional Dick Turpin airways jet zooming 
overhead, no VIP trail but a Runner Walker 
split would ensure all returning to camp 
safe and sound.



Off we sauntered with the Rambos
crossing the pontoon bridge and 
disappearing into the dust while the Wankers
tagged along and soon found the paper 
and eventually the first Check dutifully broken by the fleet of foot. 





Not much further came the Split and then the 
pace slowed somewhat as the first slope 
turned into a hill but at the top the views were 
worth the effort.



Meanwhile the Runners were having to 
search for the paper but pressed on and as 
Check after Check was solved the end was 
in sight and in they came all hot and 
sweaty and the occasional comment was 
overheard, more of that later……



We were missing 5 in total including DFL, 
and A.H. Crive was preparing a rescue 
mission when 4 of the lost souls appeared 
at the bridge and to a tumultuous round of 
applause joined the mob and guzzled 
some well deserved amber throat 
charmers. That just left DFL our there but 
as he’s a native of these parts we had full 
confidence in his abilities to make it back, 
after stopping off at the 7/11 that is.



The whistle blew for decision time and it 
was sounding ominous for the Hares as 
one after the other the comments were 
negative with Corky claiming it to be the 
worst one he had been on.



Just as we were getting to the nitty gritty, in 
strolled DFL to add his verdict and Crive as 
A.H. got to don the Lavvy seat, the first 
Hash Shit of the session.



Bankster was welcomed back to the fold 
and NFC then had him and Kojack in as 
criminals and Pissnboots did her best to 
condemn her chosen few.



NFC will wear the ball and chain next time out. 
Not because he was first in, but because he 
was the only one to come in the actual trail!

Meanwhile DFL pled guilty to taking a 
tumble.



No Balls does his thing in Baan Tai on 
Saturday, be prepared!!!!



Please contact Go Round Again about 
the AGPU and if you feel like donating a 
prize for the raffle then bring it along, 
Winkle will be ever so grateful.
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